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Biomimetic chemistry oﬀers new approaches to supramolecular
materials synthesis and assembly. We have demonstrated that an
assembled viral protein cage, comprising an organic core–shell
structure, can be used as a template for the size constrained
synthesis of Fe2O3. Particle nucleation is directed by the inner
scaﬀold protein layer, while the size constraints are determined
by the outer capsid layer.
Viruses are ubiquitous in nature and provide inspiration for
the directed assembly, packaging, and targeting of macromolecular materials.1 The supramolecular structures of viral
capsids and other protein cages, together with the range of
available shapes and sizes, have made these biological
assemblies useful and practical as platforms for biomimetic
nanomaterials synthesis. We have previously demonstrated
that viral and other protein cage assemblies, ranging in size
from 9 to 30 nm, can serve as organic containers for the
encapsulation of inorganic materials.2 Utilizing electrostatic
interactions between the viral capsid and the precursor ions,
high local concentrations can be achieved at the protein
interface, which can be used to initiate formation of mineral
particles in a spatially selective manner on the interior cavity
of the protein capsid.3–6 By changing the electrostatics of the
protein at this interface, through genetic design, we can direct
the properties of the encapsulated mineral.7,8 In the present
work, we have engineered a multicomponent virus-based
architecture that readily catalyzes the oxidative mineralization
of Fe(II) precursors to form homogeneously sized iron oxide
nanoparticles encapsulated within the cage-like architecture.
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Utilizing viral capsids as synthetic containers for the
encapsulation of nano minerals is a mimic of mineral formation
in biological systems (biomineralization), speciﬁcally inspired
by the iron oxide mineralization in ferritin.7,8 Ferritin natively
stores iron as ferrihydrite, rendering it inert and sequestering it
from the outside environment. Ferritin directs ions to its
interior via electrostatic gradients between its interior and
exterior surfaces.9 We have previously shown that it is possible
to alter the electrostatics of protein cage architectures to
facilitate controlled mineral formation on the interior viral
cavity using a mutant form of cowpea chlorotic mottle virus
(CCMV) in which several basic residues were replaced with
anionic glutamic acid residues, mimicking the electrostatic
gradient found in ferritin.3
In the present work, we expand on the use of the noninfectious, recombinantly expressed viral capsids from the
bacteriophage P22 as supramolecular templates to create
core–shell structures10–12 comprising protein layers surrounding
a nucleated and encapsulated nanoparticle of Fe2O3. P22
assembles from 420 identical copies of a coat protein with
the assistance of a variable number of a 303 residue scaﬀold
protein (100 to 300 copies are encapsulated per capsid). The
C-terminal region (65 residues) of the scaﬀold protein is
required for the templated assembly of the capsid and the
N-terminal region of the scaﬀold protein can be truncated
without loss of assembly.13–17 This protein-based core shell
structure can be altered by removal of the scaﬀold protein, by
treatment with guanidineHCl, leaving a stable capsid structure,
known as the empty shell (ES). Alternatively, N-terminal
fusions to the SP can be engineered to direct unique
functionality to the interior of the capsid (Fig. 1). Our aim
was to mimic the mineral sequestering abilities of the iron
storage protein ferritin in a system with a much larger interior
volume (approximately 216 larger) by genetically fusing a
polyanionic peptide to the SP, which is localized to the interior
of the viral cavity. The SP is useful as a platform for genetic
modiﬁcation because modiﬁcations and deletions at the
N-terminus of the protein still allow for assembly of the
overall P22 cage, and also the SP can be removed, which
allows a negative control construct to be easily obtained. The
larger interior cavity of P22 allowed us to synthesize larger
size-constrained nanoparticles of iron oxide, which may be
useful for many materials and bio-medical applications.
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of three P22 cage architectures that we
have utilized in this study. (a) P22 coat protein (CP) is assembled with
full length scaﬀold protein (SP). (b) CP is assembled with a truncated
SP which consist of amino acid position 238 to 303. (c) A peptide
sequence ELEAE is genetically introduced to the C-terminus of the
truncated SP.

We explored the use of the viral capsid P22 as a platform for
mineralization by examining the mineralization capabilities of
four constructs: P22 with full length SP (SPfull), P22 with a
truncated SP (SP238), P22 with truncated SP having a fusion
with a glutamic acid repeat (SPGlu 238), and P22–ES (where the
SP or SP-fusion was removed from the capsid to leave an
empty shell ‘ES’). The fusion peptide in the P22 SPGlu 238
construct consists of a polyanionic repeat of glutamic acid
(ELEAE) attached to the N-terminus of the SP. This peptide
repeat was chosen in order to mimic the electrostatic gradient
between the interior and exterior environments found in the
native ferritin system, which facilitates the formation of Fe2O3
within the cage interior. These forms of the P22 capsid, with
the SP variants, readily assembled into architectures that are
essentially identical to heterologously expressed P22 as measured
by TEM, size exclusion chromatography and dynamic light
scattering (Supplementary materials).
These P22 constructs were suspended in buﬀer (100 mM
MOPS, 37.5 mM Na2SO4, pH 6.8) at a concentration of
6 mg mL1 and treated with Fe2+ and allowed to air oxidize.
Fe2+ was added to the P22 solution at a rate of 166 Fe per capsid
per minute to a ﬁnal ratio of 20 000 Fe ions per capsid. In the
reaction of P22-ES a large precipitate of Fe2O3 was formed
and no P22 capsid material could be detected in solution after
the reaction. In the other reactions, where P22 contained all
three SP variants, rust colored solutions were formed, and
either no precipitation or very little precipitation was observed
in each reaction. These homogeneous solutions suggest that
the oxidative hydrolysis of Fe2+ was conﬁned to the interior
cavity of the P22 capsid only when the SP was present in the
core–shell P22 structure. The encapsulated composites of iron
oxide nanoparticles and P22 were analyzed after puriﬁcation
using size-exclusion chromatography (S-500 column). Elution
from SEC was monitored for absorbance due to the protein
(280 nm) and the iron oxide mineral (350 nm). The mineralized
P22 samples had retention times identical to non-mineralized
samples and showed co-elution of the protein and mineral
components in all cases, which indicated that the mineral was
associated with the viral capsid and the mineralization process
did not signiﬁcantly alter the overall structure of the viral
capsid. This was conﬁrmed by light scattering, which revealed
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that the size of the P22 capsid before (48 nm diam.) and after
the mineralization reaction (50 nm diam.) was unchanged. The
samples were additionally analyzed using native gel electrophoresis on 0.8% agarose gels and stained for protein
(coomassie) and iron (Prussian blue), which revealed
co-localization of the mineral and protein (see Fig. 2). Two
bands are visible on the Coomassie and Prussian blue stained
gels possibly due to diﬀerences in the amount of SP or
SP-fusion encapsulated within the P22 and lesser ability to
direct Fe2O3 mineralization.
Mineralized samples were puriﬁed and subsequently imaged
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and, additionally,
samples that were negatively stained with uranyl acetate
showed intact viral capsids (Fig. 3). The iron oxide cores were
observed in unstained TEM images and only subtle diﬀerences
in the mineral cores were observed between the diﬀerent SP
constructs. The P22 SPGlu 238 consistently produced more
homogeneous particles with respect to shape and size than
either the SP238 or SPfull samples (Fig. 3), which is believed to
be due to its anionic interior, which directs the controlled
mineralization of Fe2O3. In the case of the mutant P22
SPGlu 238, which has an anionic interior, the iron oxide cores
were spherical and had a monodisperse particle size distribution
(41  5 nm diam.). TEM images of the other samples, P22
SPfull (38  6 nm diam.) and P22 SP238 (48  9 nm diam.)
revealed irregularly shaped cores with a wide range of sizes.
No electron diﬀraction could be detected on any of the
mineralized samples, suggesting the formation of a highly
disordered amorphous iron oxide.
We have demonstrated that the inner scaﬀold protein layer,
in the protein core–shell architecture comprising the P22
procapsid, is competent to direct the nucleation of Fe2O3 via
an oxidative hydrolysis reaction. Furthermore the outer,
capsid, layer of the P22 assembly physically constrains the
growth of the Fe2O3 particle limiting the particle size. Fusions
of short polyanionic peptides to the scaﬀold protein increased
the homogeneity of the Fe2O3 particles and removal of the
scaﬀold protein destroyed the ability of the capsid to direct

Fig. 2 (a) SEC proﬁles of the P22 with full length SP (top) and P22
with truncated SP-EA (bottom) after mineralization reaction. The
proﬁles suggest that both P22 cages are still intact without measurable
aggregation. (b) Agarose gel (0.8%) electrophoresis images of the
mineralized P22 with truncated SP-EA. The gel was stained with
Coomassie brilliant blue (left) and Prussian blue (right). The result
shows co-migration of P22 protein and iron, suggesting encapsulation
of iron oxide particle inside of P22 cage construct.
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Notes and references

Fig. 3 TEM images of various P22 cages which are loaded 20 000
Fe/cage. (a) unstained image of P22 with full length SP. (b) unstained
image of P22 with truncated SP. (c) unstained image of P22 with
truncated SP-EA peptide fusion. (d) uranyl acetate stained image of
P22 with truncated SP-EA peptide fusion.

nucleation and growth. Synthetic conditions, aimed at
controlling polymorph selection, are currently being explored
using these core–shell capsid architectures.
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